
Chapter 569.2: I Am Here [Part 2]
Strongest Necromancer Of Heaven's Gate

When the Crimson Berserker Mantis kicked up a dust cloud that blocked everyone's sight, Asmodeus realized that it was

about to target his Master.

He immediately ordered his fastest comrades to rescue their Lord, but the World Boss was too quick for them.

At that time, Asmodeus thought it was all over.

As one of Lux's Named Creatures, he knew that if Lux died, he would cease to exist. He wasn't afraid of death, but he was

saddened because it meant that his adventures with his new Master would come to an end.

It was at that moment when he heard a shrill cry coming from the location of his Master. A few seconds later, the body of

the Crimson Berserker Mantis broke through the dust cloud and crashed on the ground hundreds of meters away from him

and the residents of Abingdon Town.

For a brief moment, everyone on the battle eld stopped whatever they were doing and disbelievingly looked at the Giant

Crimson Mantis, whose pained shrieks reverberated in the surroundings.

Suddenly, all of them heard a deep, and con dent voice, coming from the dust cloud that was slowly dispersing.

"Everyone, it is ne now."

A two-meter tall creature, which looked almost exactly like Spiderm*n's nemesis, Ven*m, appeared in front of everyone the

moment the dust cloud faded away. Its entire body was as black as the night, and its appearance was enough to give

people nightmares.

It had a permanent devilish grin plastered on its face, and its golden eyes, which were similar to Lux's Undead Creatures,

burned brightly as it gazed at the residents of Abingdon Town, ignoring the writhing World Boss in the distance.

Another unique feature of this creature was the two Antennae protruding from the top of its head, forming a V.

Its buffed-up body looked similar to a pro wrestler. Also, instead of having two arms, it had four, making it look incredibly

strong and menacing.

(E/N: Mach*mp for you P*kemon fans)

Slowly, but surely, the demi-creature raised one of its hands towards the people of Abingdon Town and gave them a

thumbs up.

Its mere presence exuded con dence that made everyone feel as if they no longer had anything to fear.

Why?

Because HE was here.

"... ALL-MITE," Asmodeus muttered as he stared at his new comrade whom his Master had poured his entirety into creating.

Using all of his Mana, and all the dead creatures on the battle eld, including the dead Deimos-Ranked Adamantium Ants,

Lux took a gamble in order to turn the tide of battle in their favor.

Fortunately, his gamble paid off, giving birth to a Hero, whose name would resound far and wide in the worlds of Solais and

Elysium in the not-so-distant future.

Yes.

His name was ALL-MITE!

—---------

< ALL-MITE >

"I Am Here!"

– Strongest Member of the Covenant

– From Zero to Hero

– Rating: SSR+

Strength: 5,072

Intelligence: 2,072

Vitality: 3,072

Agility: 3,072

Dexterity: 3,072

Active Skills: Smash [EX], Heaven's Smash [EX], Sky-High Smash [EX], Blaze Tempest Smash [EX], United Nation Smash

[EX], Hero's Smash [EX], God's Strength [EX]

Passive Skills: Above Ten Thousand, Adamantium Body, Hero's Presence.

Unique Ability: Max Ultra [EX]

—------------

< Above Ten Thousand >

– This Creature is immune to all Stat-Lowering Abilities.

– This Creature's stats will always be ten thousand higher than Lux Von Kaizer's.

– This Creature is immune to Charm, Petri cation, Paralysis, and Poison.

—------------

< Adamantium Body >

– This Creature's Body is as hard as Adamantium.

—------------

< Hero's Presence >

– All Fear-Inducing Effects are nulli ed

– The Morale of all allies will be boosted by 500%

—------------

< Max Ultra [EX] >

– Increase all stats by 500% for thirty minutes.

– When the effect of Max Ultra [EX] ends, this skill will undergo a month-long cooldown period.

The Strongest Member of Lux's Necromancer Covenant, stood tall and proud, rekindling the hope that had almost

disappeared due to despair.

Suddenly, a powerful shockwave erupted from the location of the Crimson Berserker Mantis. Its Crimson body became a

shade redder, making it look more intimidating.

Although it was always in a Berserked State, it still had the power to activate its Berserk Ability, increasing its strength

exponentially. However, the Giant Mantis rarely used this ability because it would lose all sense and reason and attack

friend and foe alike.

But, it no longer cared about anything else aside from killing everyone in sight.

"I'll handle him," ALL-MITE said as he started to walk towards the Crimson Berserker Mantis whose blood-shot eyes locked

on his body. "You guys, handle the rest."

The newest member of Lux's Necromancer Covenant clenched its clawed sts, setting them ablaze with ames that were

strong enough to melt steel and concrete.

ALL-MITE walked fearlessly toward his opponent with the intention of ghting with everything he had.

This was the rst battle that he would ght since he was reborn, and he wanted to know just how powerful he had become.

Right now, his strength was that of a D-Ranker, while his opponent's strength was a World Boss at the peak of the

Deimos-Rank.

Simply put, the Crimson Berserker Mantis was still stronger than ALL-MITE, but it didn't matter.

ALL-MITE still had several Trump Cards he could use, enough to allow him to ght the World Boss in front of him and give

it a devastating blow.

For nearly half a minute, the Crimson Berserker Mantis and ALL-MITE stared at each other un inchingly.

While this was happening, everyone was watching with bated breath because they knew that the outcome of this battle

would decide their fate.

Then, as if they had made an unwritten agreement with each other, both ghters took a step forward and disappeared from

where they stood.

Powerful shockwaves erupted in the surroundings as the two collided at speeds that could barely be seen by the naked

eye.

Powerful gusts of winds were formed with each clash, almost blowing away the Humans who had now grouped together.

Asmodeus and his clones constructed a Skeleton Dome, which they had used earlier to protect the residents from the winds

that threatened to give them serious injuries.

When the residents were safely protected by the Skeleton Dome, Lux's Named Creatures watched the battle with critical

gazes.

They knew that they couldn't help ALL-MITE because if they did, they would only get in his way. Although it was

frustrating, they understood that the best thing they could do was simply watch from the side and wait for the outcome of

the battle.
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